WHEELS
TURF

ALL TRAC

29X12.50-15
31x15.50-15

31X15.50-15

GENESIS 40XD
GENESIS 40XD

LOADING CAPACITY

ENGINE POWER

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

BOOM HEIGHT

1500 Kg (with counterweights)

38 Hp / 28,3 KW

66 l/min

3300 mm

TM
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DIMENSIONS AND LOADING DIAGRAMS

the professional choice.

en

www.castloaders.it
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Genesis 40XD was born from the evolution of the proven
45T model and today represents the best solution for the
demanding professional.
The 4-wheel drive are steered and offer extraordinary
maneuverability especially in small spaces. The interiors
are comfortable and offer full instrumentation with a
latest generation electronic display. The adjustable and
comfortable seat is complete with armrest and seat belts.
The cabin is soundproofed and can be equipped with
heating and air conditioning. The 11-function joystick is
standard, 15- function as an option.

LIGHTS

HOODS

Metal hoods
soundproofed and
removable with a
simple “click” for
inspections and
maintenance.

Work lights.

CABIN
Soundproof cabin
in tempered glass.
Available with heating
and air conditioning.
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Agriculture
Breeding
Green maintenance
Building
Road maintenance

Four-wheel
steering and
exceptional grip
on any terrain.
Standard set-up
Engine Yanmar Stage V / 38Hp | Speed 16 Km/h | Hydrostatic transmission 4WD | Electric differential Lock
Liquid cooling | Selflevelling | Hydraulic oil flow 66 lt/min | Articulated chassis with 4- wheel steering
11- function Joystick (15- function option) | 12V power outlet front auxiliary electric outlet (165W) | Digital
dashboard with acoustic warnings signals Ergonomic head and armrest + safety belts | Windscreen with wiper
| “Universal” coupling plate | Metal hoods | Rops/fops protection | Telescopic boom | Tractor wheels 29x12.50-15
| Weight 2.100 Kg
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SAFETY AND STABILITY.

Genesis 40XD has been designed to be safe.
The articulated frame is in high-strength steel
and the 4-wheel drive, combined with the
4-wheel steering system, make this machine
stable and at the same time very manageable,
even on difficult or uneven terrain.
The power of the hydraulic system allows you
to lift up to 1500 kg with extreme ease and in
complete safety.
The latest generation Yanmar Stage V generous
engine provides the vehicle with power and
silence.

